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NOTAS DO EDITOR:

Os últimos tempos, assim e porque não os vindouros, sobressaltam-nos com três
complexidades esdrúxulas: acesso universal e aberto à Rede e democratização desta;
capacitação humana numa era de diluvio informacional; a relação da tecnologia, do digital, ao
serviço das organizações e/ou Estado com a pessoa humana.
É inegável que o acesso à Rede é um direito fundamental da pessoa humana. Da mesma
forma que a liberdade, a inclusão e democratização do espaço físico possibilitou uma
dinamização de valor acrescentado ao elevador social, é já hoje mais do que óbvio, que a
inclusão digital trará idênticos efeitos. Quantas mais pessoas acederem à Rede, melhor. E tudo
gira em torno de uma característica universal da pessoa humana: o ser social que somos. É,
pois, essencial determinarmos, enquanto ente coletivo, a necessidade da prossecução, por via
da pólis, de um acesso universal e aberto à Rede. É tema de agenda política.
Preocupam-nos, com efeito, as questões supranacionais que envolvem, desde logo o 5G.
O tabuleiro político mundial, neste momento, está partido ao meio. E tal como Harari referiu –
ainda que a propósito do combate à pandemia -, é imperioso que saibamos “criar princípios
éticos globais e restaurar a cooperação internacional (…).”. Obviamente, tudo se resume às
escolhas que fizermos, Ie, “(…) Depende das escolhas que fazemos no presente. Os países
podem optar por competir por recursos escassos e prosseguir uma política egoísta e
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isolacionista, ou podem escolher ajudarem-se mutuamente através de um espírito de
solidariedade global."1.
Assim, nem a great firewall chinesa, uma agenda económica protecionista e isolacionista,
ou a pressão e separatismo estaduais servem a humanidade. Não será sobre esta toada belicista
que a humanidade produzirá ganhos conjuntos. Se é que os almeja produzir. O espírito de
solidariedade internacional tem-se perdido na espuma dos dias.

Curiosamente, na era de dilúvio informacional, parece-nos comprometida a capacitação
humana. Severa, a incompreensão de que a pessoa humana não pode ser um objeto. Sendo-o,
emerge do trade-off entre o acesso a um serviço “free” e a quantidade de dados pessoais que
liberta, não só para lhe aceder como depois no usufruir desse serviço.
Zuboff2 alerta-nos para o direct and personal targeting, um assombro de direct emotional
manipulation , em que sobressai o modelo de negócio das big tech trendy de sempre: o
parcelamento informacional da pessoa, vendido a outras corporações como ponto de dados;
métricas, perfis, com o intuito de retornar (ao titular dos dados) sob a forma de bem ou
comodidade (que julga querer adquirir). Qual rato de laboratório. Uma pirâmide financeira
suportada à conta da pessoa titular dos dados pessoais, por esta e para esta.
O resultado concreto, analítico, sob a forma de capitalização bolsista, demonstra-nos que
a era da informação, na verdade, não está a funcionar para as massas. Pelo contrário. Erige-se
num paradoxo: empobrece as suas (nossas) vidas, quer pelos dados pessoais que capta quer
pelos bens/comodidades que impinge, e enriquece o pecúlio dos (famosos) 1%. A robustez
financeira acumulada por tais 1%, por sua vez, demonstra uma capacidade, por si só, de
manipulação de pilares fundamentais dos estados de direito democrático: a capacidade para
atingir diretamente o núcleo legislativo internacional. Com acesso a leis-fato (à medida), só o
Direito poderá colocar travão a esta distopia.

Infelizmente, a erosão, de direitos fundamentais humanos, não fica sustida apenas no
aspeto mercantil em que opera a redução da pessoa humana a uma objetificação pronunciada.
Intrometida e diligentemente, o próprio Estado passou a focar a pessoa como um “asset”, como
um meio, rasgando os pilares fundacionais de toda a doutrina kantiana.

1 Harari @ https://en.unesco.org/courier/2020-3/yuval-noah-harari-every-crisis-also-opportunity (ultimo acesso
setembro 2020).
2 The age of surveillance capitalism: the fight for a human future at the new Frontier of power.
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A observação da realidade presente, ainda comprometida pela atualidade da pandemia, não
olvida que, à semelhança do surveillance capitalism, aqui converge a dualidade relacional
humano/tecnologia (digital). Se o Estado se comporta como um ente egoísta, usando as pessoas
como mero valor, ponto de dados, métrica ou perfil, miríade informacional para prosseguir
determinadas agendas (quais?), o que o distinguirá das organizações privadas que procuram o
lucro por todos e quaisquer meios?
Note-se, por exemplo, no caso de Portugal – sendo que é uma prática participada por uma
maioria de países democráticos deveras preocupante –, o “estado de vigilância” começa,
geralmente, como demonstrando ter um propósito justificado por um “objetivo” publicamente
aceitável. Daqui deriva para uma moção rotineira, ie, uma vez implementado – mesmo que “a
título experimental” –, passa a fazer parte da rotina diária de todos os cidadãos, planeado e
executado de acordo com um cronograma racional, não aleatório, seguindo diretrizes
perfeitamente concretas, focado em detalhes, como agregação e armazenamento de dados3.
A justificação, para esta aceitação passiva e obediente, por parte do cidadão, reduz-se a
uma vacuidade: “eu não tenho nada a esconder…”. Contudo, o estado de vigilância (à
semelhança do homónimo capitalismo) serve quem? O quê? Para quê?
Aquiesçamos, um estado de vigilância é um que contempla a vigilância como a solução
para a esmagadora maioria das questões sociais complexas. Um estado de vigilância é respaldo
da incompetência, manifestação de uma viciação por tecnologias (criadas por quem?) e dados
(para quê? para quem?), com as limitações aí inerentes.
Tal como na problemática do surveillance capitalism, o estado de vigilância aparece-nos
pressuposto no equilíbrio entre as suas necessidades (quais, porque não são coletivamente
sufragadas) e desejos/ansias individuais egoístas. Neste jogo de soma zero para o cidadão ainda que negociado como uma troca de soma não nula -, a propósito de segurança (ou saúde)
prometidos pelo estado, este cede, no todo ou em partes, a sua individualidade. Uma vez tal
cedência concretizada, a superioridade informacional granjeada, detida pelo estado de
vigilância, tende a exaurir os mecanismos democráticos de supervisão do próprio estado, na

3 Podemos trazer à colação, para melhor percebermos, desde logo, os sistemas de videovigilância municipal já
implementados. De igual forma, podemos pensar sobre a vigilância, embora míope quando o cidadão contribuinte
tem uma riqueza pessoal assinalável – e tal miopia poderá explicar a constância de acesso de tais cidadãos a
regime excecionais de regularização tributaria - exercida pela Autoridade tributária. Recentemente, uma novidade,
a app stayawaycovid.
Entre reconhecimento facial, pelas cameras de videovigilância; rastreamento através do cartão Mb – incentivado
o seu uso massivo também a propósito da pandemia, sendo o contactless qual “sabão azul” nas medidas de
mitigação da propagação da doença – não só através da localização como também do perfil de consumo, entre
outros; à coleta de dados de saúde que a app permite, bem como o rastreio geolocalizado; de tudo temos
experimentado. Os propósitos são “claros”: segurança, combate ao crime e saúde. Aliciantes…
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medida em que o monopólio do conhecimento lhe permite controlar tudo o que pode ser
divulgado. Bem coordenado com uma assinalável retórica de medo, tal estado passa a dispor
da faculdade de usar os seus poderes para propósitos indiferentes à origem e finalidades
registadas aos baby-step da sua implementação. Distopia? Sim. E já representada nas nossas
vidas.
Urge, pois, contrariar as pulsões totalitaristas de estados de vigilância, promotores de
exclusão e discriminação, sob pena de o nosso futuro, enquanto ente coletivo, ser
irreparavelmente composto por cidadãos desprovidos da sua individualidade intrínseca.
Tal distopia estadual não serve à pessoa humana. A luta convoca-nos a todos.
O núcleo não pode, em momento algum, ser desfocado da sua essência: Estado ao serviço
da pessoa. Tecnologia ao serviço da pessoa. É pela pessoa que o Estado se materializa. É para
a pessoa que o Estado se organiza numa comunhão de direito democrático. É por um Estado
que promove e prossegue o cardápio de direitos, liberdades e garantias fundamentais da pessoa
que cumpre lutar. De igual forma, o recurso à ferramenta de auxílio – a tecnologia (digital) –
pode e deve ser feito sempre que a finalidade seja construir um ente coletivo em que a pessoa
é e sempre, também pela sua individualidade intrínseca, um fim em si mesmo. É por tal futuro
por design, na disponibilidade da pessoa e pela pessoa humana que devemos concentrar o nosso
esforço coletivo.

Nesta nova edição da Cyberlaw by CIJIC, perseguidos por tais inquietações, tivemos o
ensejo de provocar os autores participantes à procura de juízos sobre a realidade desafiante que
convoca a sociedade atual. E futura. Entre a inteligência artificial e a algocracia e os desafios
que estas convocam ao Direito (e aos juristas); passando pelo crime de violência domestica
num contexto de abuso (mais uma forma de abuso) através das redes sociais e a proteção
jurídico-penal que a vida privada exigem; à utilização de benware como meio de neutralização
das técnicas e medidas antiforenses que os criminosos usam; à engenharia do “direito penal
sobre rodas” e ao agente inteligente automóvel num contexto de um certo desarranjo
terminológico - todos escritos em língua portuguesa - e ante as responsabilidades – que já
demos conta oportunamente – impondo-se-nos a difusão de conteúdo em inglês escrito,
juntamos três temas desafiantes: State surveillance; fake news & social networks; open
banking.
Como era expectável, ab initio, os temas são desafiantes. Para todos. São, como sempre,
abertos a colaboração múltipla e, de preferência, participada. A prova foi, quer-nos parecer,
superada com mestria.
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Entretanto abre-se a janela da próxima edição, para Março de 2021. Não sem antes
sublinhar que, nos próximos tempos, ante os critérios definidos pelo corpo diretivo e pelo
editor, em parceria com a Associação académica da faculdade de direito de lisboa, passaremos
a dispor de um número da revista, anualmente, em formato de papel.

Resta-me, por fim, agradecer a todos quantos contribuíram para mais esta nova edição da
Revista, pelo esforço, pela disponibilidade, pela obra, endereçando a todos, em nome do Centro
de Investigação Jurídica do Ciberespaço – CIJIC – da Faculdade de Direito da Universidade
de Lisboa, um merecidíssimo: - Muito Obrigado.

Cyberlaw by CIJIC, Direito: a pensar tecnologicamente.
Boas leituras.
Lisboa, FDUL, 29 de Setembro de 2020
Nuno Teixeira Castro
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ABSTRACT

The shifting world order and new technological innovations are in the crux of the
ongoing revolution on security affairs, reflecting a set of new emerging challenges. Thus,
to navigate the political and juridical pitfalls of state surveillance, democracies are
challenged in finding the correct security balance within Open Societies.
This paper is centered on the challenges raised by modern State surveillance and
explores the post-Snowden age, the lessons learned from mass state surveillance
programmes, how government surveillance undermines the democratic core principal
liberties, while highlighting important legal changes – mechanism of oversight – setting the
change in this field of study.
Face-recognition technologies serve dually as an enabler of security and as a political
disruptor of Open Societies. Several examples are observed to illustrate the governments
and industry relationships, as well as, the potential pitfalls of ‘face surveillance’ and ‘blacktechnologies’.
Given the previous considerations, the Portuguese case is examined given particular
attention to its upstanding ranking in the Global Peace Index, and the ongoing
transformations to its national legal framework.

Keywords: Cyber Law; State Surveillance; Face-recognition; Face-surveillance;
Black-technologies; Cyberspace; Artificial Intelligence; Open Societies; Civil Liberties;
Privacy; Anonymity; Obscurity; Security; Defence; Liberalism; Cyber Tyranny; Autocracy;
Portugal; China; U.S.A.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper intends to explore some of the most important challenges to Western
societies due to the emergence of dual-use face-recognition capabilities. Geopolitics are
once again shifting and as China’s economic might grows, surveillance technology stress
tests the foundations of liberal democracies.
In an era once again threatened by the rise of authoritarian powers, disruptive
economic policies and expansion of proxy-sponsored terrorism, democratic nations look to
the East seeking sanctuary in autocratic security practices, largely incompatible with the
civil liberties and political rights upheld in the West.
Hence, the paper will start by analysing the ongoing changes in the international
system, exploring the phenomenon of the ‘(trans)nationalisation of crime’ and how the
emergence of cyber-enabled terrorism served as a catalyst for the rise of modern western
State surveillance.
Secondly it will examine the emerging new challenges of surveillance technology,
particularly assessing how face-recognition is simultaneously an enabler and a disruptor,
while looking as to how the introduction of surveillance technologies may impact legislative
changes.
Lastly, this paper will investigate the implementation of facial recognition software in
Portugal, analysing the country’s legislative stance to new technologies in the past few years
and debating the current political and juridical mindset for the advancement or halt of facerecognition state-of-the-art technology.
This study is organized in three main sections respectively: ‘1. Why is the West
introducing State Surveillance?’; ‘2. Challenges of surveillance technology: is facerecognition an enabler or a political disruptor?’; ‘3. The impact of face-recognition
technologies in the particular case of Portugal’.
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1.

WHY IS THE WEST INTRODUCING STATE SURVEILLANCE?
After the latest geographical discoveries of the early 20th century, Sir Halford

Mackinder, argued that the world had become for the first time, a ‘closed system’. Once the
globe was mapped, military, political and economic systems closed up on themselves,
making it impossible to change a variable without upsetting the whole balance of power in
the world1, in truth,"…no longer exists elasticity of political expansion beyond the
conquered territory."2 Expansions can only occur through the use of force despite the
presumptions of legal equality among sovereign states3, as Cohen adds. In turn, the
conclusion of the Cold War not only marked the end of the ideological rivalry between
democratic and communist regimes but the implosion of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (USSR) allowed new regional competitors to emerge, racing to affirm themselves
as regional ‘power poles’. The end of the bipolar world and the rise of numerous geopolitical
pivots further fragmented the globe, promoting a decentralized power configuration of the
world, interlocked by the liberal open market and connected by the boom of the cyberspace
revolution of the beginning of the 21st century. It is accepted that the fall of the USSR and
the emergence of new world actors ignited a fire that ended (with debatable success rates)
many autocratic regimes, replacing them with electoral democracies.

Graph 1. – Democracies vs. Autocracies (1900-2018)4

1 In Mackinder, Halford J. Democratic Ideals and Reality, (London: Faber and Finds, 2009), p.29, 200
2 Ibid., p.29
3 Cohen, Saul Bernard. Geopolitics, the Geography of International Relations, (Lanham: Rowman and
Littlefield Publishers, 2009), p.16
4 Graph from Our World in Data, ourworldindata.org/democracy. Accessed 07 June 2020.
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Unfortunately, this process also served the agendas of nefarious agents. As foreseen
by the Mackinder’s inflexible world model, the rise of the cyber globalized world
contributed to the upsurge of new international highly organized criminal and terrorist
groups, able and willing to exploit the political, economic and security vulnerabilities of
liberal democracies. Unlike the organizations of the past, such as the Irish Republican Army
(IRA) or Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA), the terrorists of the new era showed prowess in
expanding their boundless influence.
Despite terrorists’ ability to penetrate air travel was demonstrated by the hijackings in
the 1980s, and correlated affinity for mass casualty events established with the attacks to
US Marine barracks, African embassies, and to the USS Stark and Cole, the 9/11 events
mark a new age for attacks of grand scale and high intensity, changing national and
international lawfare forever. The activation of the North Atlantic Treaty’s Article V 5 and
the adoption of Resolution 1368 (2001)6 by the United Nations (UN) changed western and
global perception on the far-reaching effects of threat networks. To counter this ‘new’ threat,
the UN proposed “preventive measures for combating terrorism which ought to be taken by
States at a domestic level”7 through Resolution 13738, but had the misstep of including such
vague expressions as the “exchange of information in accordance with international and
domestic law”, as well as cooperation “on administrative and judicial matters to prevent the
commission of terrorist acts”. Given the fact that the UN was not to allow unchecked acts
of war against third-party states that harboured terrorist organizations, unless duly proven
that they were sanctioned by the state itself,9 the suppression of individual liberties in
democratic States was the likeliest of outcomes.
The information outputted through cyberspace, enabled criminal and terrorist groups
to build unprecedent coordinated synergies. By winning access to new available opensource intelligence, precise GPS tools, encrypted communications and blockchain-based
traceless funds, terrorist groups emulated enough power to combat the Western modern

5 The North Atlantic Treaty (1949), 34 UNTS 243, entered into force 24 August 1949
6 United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1368 (2001), “Condemning the terrorist attacks of 11
September 2001 in New York, Washington, D.C. and Pennsylvania, United States of America”, UN Doc.
S/RES/1368, adopted on 12 September 2001
7 Gasser, Hans-Peter. Acts of terror, ‘terrorism’ and international humanitarian law. International Review of
the Red Cross Vol. 84, No. 847 (September 2002), p. 564
8 United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1373 (2001), “On threats to international peace and
security caused by terrorist acts”, UN Doc. S/RES/1373, adopted on 28 September 2001
9 Guerreiro, Alexandre, “International Law and the Fight Against Terrorism and Cyberterrorism”, in O Direito
Internacional e o Uso da Força no Século XXI, AAFDL Editora, 2018, pp. 327-331
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armies. As a way of counteracting this new reality, national governments enacted legislation
that grossly violated individual freedoms.
In the U.S., we saw the creation of the Patriot Act10, which was set to increase
surveillance on individuals that were deemed a threat to the State. As stated by the
Department of Justice:
The Act brought the law up to date with current technology, so we no longer must
fight a digital-age battle with antique weapons-legal authorities leftover from the era of
rotary telephones. (…) Before the Patriot Act, law enforcement personnel were required to
obtain a search warrant in the district where they intended to conduct a search. (…) The Act
provides that warrants can be obtained in any district in which terrorism-related activities
occurred, regardless of where they will be executed, (…) also allowing victims of
computer hacking to request law enforcement assistance in monitoring the ‘trespassers’ on
their computers.11
Alas, the letter and the spirit of the law are not always the same, as the U.S.
Government interpretation of the Patriot Act was not necessarily the same as it was written
in first place12.
Mass surveillance has been around the U.S. since the 1920s, but jumped into the
public’s attention during the wiretapping abuses of the Watergate scandal, culminating with
Snowden’s revelations13 of NSA’s PRISM14 programme, upon which the funding of U.S.
cyber capabilities dropped sharply in an inverted global trend, as shown in Graph 2.

10 U.S. House. 107th Congress. 1st Sess. H.R. 3162, The USA Patriot Act: Preserving Life and Liberty: Uniting
and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism.
Version 1, Oct. 23, 2001
11US Department of Justice. The USA PATRIOT Act: Preserving Life and Liberty
justice.gov/archive/ll/what_is_the_patriot_act.pdf. Accessed 09 June 2020.
12 Wyden, Ron U.S. Senator. In Speech, Wyden Says Official Interpretations of Patriot Act Must be Made
Public. Official Press Release, 26 May 2011, wyden.senate.gov/news/press-releases/in-speech-wyden-saysofficial-interpretations-of-patriot-act-must-be-made-public. Accessed 13 June 2020. In 2011, Senator Wyden
warned the U.S. Senate that an extension of the Patriot Act without proper bans on its loose interpretation could
lead to public outrage, as it had happened with other surveillance programs in the past.
13 White, April. A Brief History of Surveillance in the America. Smithsonian Magazine, April 2018,
www.smithsonianmag.com/history/brief-history-surveillance-america-180968399. Accessed 09 June 2020
14 PRISM is a code name given to NSA’s SIGAD US-984XN programme used by the Tailored Access
Operations’ branch, which primary directive was to bypass the privacy laws and remotely access
telecommunication companies (Apple, Microsoft, Google, Facebook, Yahoo) raw and complex data packages,
retrieving and recording users’ personal details.
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Graph 2. – Governments Cyber Security Capabilities15

In the E.U., legislative approaches to terrorism were left to national governments due
to Article 4(2) of the Treaty on the European Union, which states that “national security
remains the sole responsibility of each Member State”. However, realizing the necessity to
create common legal grounds between Member States in the aftermath of 9/11, the European
Union created the Framework Decision on Combating Terrorism16.17
At a continental level, the Council of Europe decided than an interstate cooperation
was the best way of fighting international terrorism, thereby creating the Council of Europe
Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism18. Even though its text was very similar to that
of the Framework Decision, it was a recognition by all European States that terrorism was
now a transboundary threat that required a persistent cooperation and exchange of intel.19
The 21st century terrorist groups make use of dual-use technologies to wage modern
war and pinpointing targets with precision, setting ‘go fund me’ campaigns, through
blockchain, engineering successful far reaching strategic communications campaigns, and
grow operational cells behind their enemy’s lines. The shocking events of 9/11, and the
15 Graph from V-Dem Dataset version 9 (with Polity IV), Cybersecurity Capacities Index, www.vdem.net/en/data/data-version-9. Accessed 09 June 2020.
16 Council of the European Union Framework Decision of 13 June 2002 on combating terrorism
(2002/475/JHA), OJ L 164 (22 June 2002), p. 3-7, with the following amendments: Council of the European
Union Framework Decision 2008/919/JHA and replaced by Directive (EU) 2017/541 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2017
17 Immenkamp, Beatrix; Sgueo, Gianluca and Voronova, Sofija. Briefing: EU Policies – Delivering for
Citizens. The fights against Terrorism.
European Parliament Think Tank, 28 June 2019,
europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2019/635561/EPRS_BRI(2019)635561_EN.pdf, p. 5. Accessed 09
June 2020.
18 Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism (2005), CETS No. 196, entered into force 01
June 2007
19 Council of Europe, Explanatory Report to the Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism,
Council of Europe Treaty Series, No. 196, 16 of May 2005;
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tragedy of Charlie Hebdo, are proof of the transfiguration that the world order is suffering.
Professor Anne-Marie Slaughter claims, “9/11 was the defining event of the new
millennium… [it was] the catalyst for the end of the twentieth-century warfare: large-scale,
multi-year deployments requiring the conquest, control and long-term stabilization and
reconstruction of foreign territory.”20
With a death toll of thousands, a new era of hybrid warfare emerges, as the
dimensions of war multiplied infiltrating the political society, challenging not only the
technological means for its deterrence but for the first time, the legislator himself. As stated
by Earle L. Captain Rud and Commander W. Oscar Round the U.S. lost their sanctuary
status, which they proudly enjoyed for almost two hundred years21. The adversaries of
liberalism exploited and corrupted the mechanisms of democracy, supported by a strong
cyberspace capability they have expanded the boundaries of the battlespace, infiltrating
Western countries and operating from within ‘our walls’.
The phenomenon of the ‘(trans)nationalisation of insecurity’, the projections of sharp
power and the need to coordinate defences against threats of hybrid natures, pressed the
Western democracies to pursue the establishment of State surveillance programmes,
involving all sectors of the national defence architecture: the armed forces, national security
authorities and joint intelligence agencies.
Democracies are known to react strongly against covert actions of their
representatives. One could assume that a secret governmental mass surveillance
programme, bypassing privacy laws and used for warrantless criminal investigations, could
fail if leaked to the public, but that was not the case. In fact, some lessons were learnt, in
2015 the U.S. passed the Freedom Act22, ending the bulk collection of data on millions of
citizens, but in 2018 the U.S. Congress approved a 6-year extension of the Surveillance
Law23. Most recently in May 2020, the U.S. Senate approved a revision of the Surveillance
Law with sharper privacy safeguards. Since 2013, Western governments increased
surveillance transparency by increasing detail granularity within their public national

20 Slaughter, Anne-Marie, et. al. Reflections on the 9/11 Decade. RUSI Journal, Vol. 156, No. 4 AugustSeptember 2011, p.5
21 Oscar, W., et. al. Defining Civil Defense in the Information Age. Strategic Forum No. 46, September 1995,
p. 1
22 Sidiqqui, Sabrina. Congress passes NSA surveillance reform in vindication for Snowden. The Guardian, 3
June 2015,
www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/jun/02/congress-surveillance-reform-edward-snowden.
Accessed 09 June 2020.
23 Savage, Charlie. Congress Approves Six-Year Extension of Surveillance Law. The New York Times, 18
January
2018,
www.nytimes.com/2018/01/18/us/politics/surveillance-congress-snowden-privacy.html.
Accessed 09 June 2020.
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security and strategic intelligence white papers. As investigative journalism graduates the
basic ‘cyber 101’ class, new leaks and reports point towards a sharply increase in the number
of known governmental programmes.
The Snowden whistleblowing episode generated global awareness and several NGOs
like the Electronic Privacy Information Centre (EPIC) worked actively to keep in check
governmental surveillance programmes, however, after Snowden’s PRISM came
TURBINE, MYSTIC, and countless others. In Europe, the reactions were mixed, as some
nations argued that these were common practices in the fight against terrorism, while others
felt disrespected and shocked with the NSA’s report24. The United Kingdom GCHQ’s
‘Mastering the Internet’ programme, launched in 2011, was able to store up to 3 days of
national communications and 30 days of metadata from messages, social media posts, and
telephone calls25, later to be distributed to the members of the Five Eyes alliance
(intelligence agencies from USA, UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand). In perspective,
PRISM was a massive surveillance endeavour, but not the only one.
Admiral Michael Rogers, director of the NSA (2014-2018) and 2nd Commander of the
U.S. Cyber Command expressed that “[t]he increased inter-connectivity of the world we are
living in has led to a level of vulnerability that we don’t truly understand.”26, which
evidently raises legal conundrums on several levels. Truly, the benefit of security has a high
cost, mostly paid in freedom, privacy and anonymity. Mass State surveillance cannot be
confused – it is on all accounts an instrument of power mostly wielded by authoritarian
regimes. The fact that liberal democracies are in the process of implementing it, under the
pretence of national security, is as good of a reason as to say that citizens cannot be trusted.
Alas, this becomes a categorical defeat for the core principles of democracy, for the civil
liberties and liberalism as a whole. In the words of Marc Rotenberg, Professor at
Georgetown University Law Centre, “[a] sacrifice of privacy is also a sacrifice of
democracy” 27, and adds
Privacy is about accountability. It is about the fairness of decision making. It is about
holding large government actors and private companies accountable for their decision

24 Levs, Josh and Schoichet, Catherine E. Europe furious, 'shocked' by report of U.S. spying. CNN, 01 July
2013, edition.cnn.com/2013/06/30/world/europe/eu-nsa/index.html. Accessed 09 June 2020.
25 MacAskill, Ewen, et al. GCHQ taps fibre-optic cables for secret access to world's communications. The
Guardian, 21 June 2013, www.theguardian.com/uk/2013/jun/21/gchq-cables-secret-world-communicationsnsa. Accessed 09 June 2020.
26 in Shaw, Jonathan. The Watchers, assaults on privacy in America. The Harvard Magazine, vol. JanuaryFebruary 2017, harvardmag.com/pdf/2017/01-pdfs/0117-56.pdf, p.59. Accessed 09 June 2020.
27 Ibid., p. 60.
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making. It turns out to be an extraordinarily powerful and comprehensive human-rights
claim, particularly in the digital age, because so much about us is based on our data28.

28 Ibid.
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2.

CHALLENGES

OF

SURVEILLANCE

TECHNOLOGY:

IS

FACE-

RECOGNITION AN ENABLER OR A POLITICAL DISRUPTOR?

With the rise of megacities, and high-density population pockets like Tokyo, Shanghai
or São Paulo, fighting criminality and ensuring the safety of millions became a herculean
task to accomplish. Inserted in a deeply populated, technological and interdependent world,
uncoordinated security agencies are rendered inefficient as the dimensions of security
multiply. To manage the security threats of the 21st century governments explored new
management tools to assess the increasing flow of big data and critically improve the speed
of decision-making cycles. Military federated net-centric architectures, incorporating
independent sensors, multiple logistic platforms and joint command and control centres,
served as a starting point to inspire a revolution in civil security affairs. According to
Annette J. Krygiel “[a] system of systems (SoS) is a set of different systems so connected
or related as to produce results unachievable by the individual systems alone.”29
Governmental SoS ecosystems (linking security agencies’ databases), enabled State
authorities to build interconnected infrastructures of surveillance boosting identification,
tracing and multi-source information acquisition on their targets and suspects.
Consequently, accelerating investigations, neutralizing threat activities and flagging human
rights abuses.
Privately developed and commercially available, face-recognition technologies are in
high demand by countries with high population densities, but also by Western nations and
city officials dreaming of safe, sustainable and efficient smart cities. Titan companies like
Hikvision, Huawei, Dahua, NEC, CISCO, Palantir and IBM offer different integration
services depending on the client’s needs, but work essentially in the same way. The entire
process is marketed as seamless and fast with developers assuring a great level of accuracy,
despite multiple sources challenging those claims with statistical studies.
When it comes to detection, this phase is normally made in bulk. Faces’ passing
through a 2D or 3D sensor are automatically aligned, measured and compared to similar or

29 Annette J. Krygiel. Behind the Wizard’s curtain: an integration environment for a System of Systems, Ccrp
Publication Series, (Washington DC: National Defence University Press, 1999), p.33
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equal digital representations on governmental
‘blacklisted’ databases. Once a match is acquired,
the face shots along with all geospatial metadata
associated with it, are stored by the government
for validation of ‘true-positive’ or ‘false-positive’
match30. Face-recognition is powered by A.I.
datasets, integrated with deep learning software
that learns from millions of face identification
iterations, greatly refining its accuracy with time.
In China, face-recognition technology is a
hot topic for some time now. In 2018, the Chinese
authorities introduced the ‘sunglasses program’ –
a google glasses spinoff – managed by China’s
Figure 1. – Face Surveillance ID Steps

‘Skynet Project’ and connect to governmental
identification

digital

banks,

alerting

the

authorities whenever a blacklisted individual is detected. The blacklisted citizen is identified
in ‘augmented reality’, by a red box around his face or ID photo, which quickly allows
authorities to coordinate a detention. Despite the Hollywood inspired name, the ‘Skynet
Project’, launched in 2011, is a national project led by the Chinese Central Political and Law
Commission and jointly initiated by the Ministry of Public Security and the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology. Designed to operate in urban and megacities’
environments, Skynet is complemented in rural areas by its sister, the ‘Xueliang Project’ an
investment, part of Chinese 13th quinquennial plan. According to Beijing’s ‘People’s
Weekly’, Skynet uses HD infrared cameras, which can capture people's facial features and
activity trajectories (even at night). It goes on stating that thanks to Skynet, citizens are very
happy, as they have found their missing relatives; and that “50,000 surveillance cameras are
like 50,000 sleepless police officers always watching, always vigilant” 31. In an already
typical ominous style, Skynet’s slogan reads: “20 million shots are guarding you, leaving

30 Krueckeberg, Jennifer et al. Face Off, the lawless growth of face recognition in the UK policing. Big Brother
Watch, May 2018, bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Face-Off-final-digital-1.pdf, p.11.
Accessed 10 June 2020.
31 The source material for this article was ‘removed’ by People’s Weekly and is no longer available. To bypass
this ‘removal’, the authors of this paper suggest using the ‘Internet Archive WayBackMachine’ with the People’s
Weekly link provided, choosing the snapshot of 15th May at 21:59:51. in Chen Shixian Li Zhen. What is Skynet?
Beijing People’s Weekly, No. 20, 2017, paper.people.com.cn/rmzk/html/2017-11/20/content_1825998.htm.
Accessed 13 June 2020.
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criminals nowhere to escape”32. In fact, as George Orwell said, “[t]he fallacy is to believe
that under a dictatorial government you can be free inside.”33
While in 2017 there were 176 million cameras estimated in China, now IHS Markit
anticipates half a billion active smart cameras until the end of 202034. In this scenario ‘Black
Tech’ is the nickname to remember. It is popularly describes futuristic surveillance
technology, and is part of the Hong Kong protestors everyday struggle against the anti-rioter
mass surveillance infrastructure. Hence the reason for the protestors’ trademark use of
reflective sunglasses, face scarfs hiding their ears, nose and mouth, while wielding lasers
pointed at buildings, police officers and cars, in a feeble but relentless attempt to blind the
cameras sensors distributed around the city.

1.

2.

32 Ibid.
33 Orwell, George. As I Please. Tribune, 28 April 1944, orwell.ru/library/articles/As_I_Please/english/eaip_04.
Accessed 10 June 2020.
34 IHS Markit. Video surveillance: How technology and the cloud is disrupting the market 2020. IHS Markit
Reports, technology.informa.com/620262/ihs-markit-technology-white-paper-reveals-top-trends-impactingthe-video-surveillance-market-in-2020. Accessed 10 June 2020.
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3.

4.

Maps 1. to 4. – Detailed map view of Beijing’s Skynet Face-Surveillance cameras35

Despite the obvious legal challenges that this technology raises, it is important to
stress that in the wake of the 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) face recognition
technology greatly supported the fight against it. Hikvision’s ‘Pro Face Access Terminal’ is
connected online and uses a vanadium oxide uncooled sensor to measure a person’s
temperature and has integrated multiple alarm mechanisms to ensure the measurements are
as precise as possible. This type of technology is now being widely distribute across
international organizations, corporations, commercial retailers and even private homes, as
temperature checking becomes the first line of defence against this global threat.
In the advent of 5G networks, big data analytics, deepfakes and ‘Artificial Internet of
Things’ (AIoT), face-recognition technology and black-tech keep raising the legal debate
over surveillance to new heights. Despite the many efforts of civil liberties’ watchdogs and
NGOs denouncing the stealthy implementation of face-surveillance in liberal democracies,
it rendered only localized effects. Still, there is a vacuum of public-wide debates on the topic
of face-recognition, legal constraints and surveillance oversight mechanisms – typical
democratic checks and balances, over those that wield authority and power.

35 Maps sourced from the ‘Gao De Maps’ app – a clone of Google maps, not banned or blocked in China.
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Table 1. – Global A.I. Surveillance Index for 201936

The chart above illustrates a sample of countries that have already implemented facerecognition technology, with black-tech mostly sourced from China, with a visible
commercial footprint from titans like Hikvision and Huawei, common suspects in this
expanding economic sector. This index shows that the majority of highlighted liberal
democracies are in the process of transitioning into a ‘smart city’, with deployed facerecognition tech supplied from multiple companies, hence ensuring that no single supplier
wields technical security monopoly over one’s country. Italy, on the other hand, has
endorsed the Chinese Belt and Road Initiative and have opted for contracting A.I.
surveillance systems from the giant Huawei, even after EU and NATO highly
recommending against it. The privatization of a State’s security systems is a serious issue,
as now, more than ever, the security of one, is in fact the security of all. Professors Evan
Selinger and Woodrow Hartzog emphasize the problem of the ghost in the machine, by
underlining that “…if facial recognition becomes entrenched in the private sector by
procedural frameworks, that means that in addition to a warrant framework’s accretion
problem, the government will also have a backdoor to retroactive surveillance via the
personal data industrial complex.”37

36 Carnegie Endowment for International Peace: AI Global Surveillance Index 2019.
carnegieendowment.org/files/AI_Global_Surveillance_Index1.pdf. Accessed 11 June 2020.
37 Evan Selinger and Woodrow Hartzog. The Inconsentability Of Facial Surveillance. Loyola Law Review,
vol. 66, no. 101, 2019, p.122.
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This has the potential to become an exceptional dangerous technology, as it keeps
rendering itself a threat to the legal value of ‘privacy’. Moreover, face-surveillance hinders
the deep-rooted autonomous behaviour of a society, a distinctive characteristic of liberal
democracies. It is also not proven that face-recognition programmes drastically decrease the
rate of crimes, or that it is effective in deterring violent behaviours in surveyed cities.

Graph 3. – The Detroit Crime Rate for
2018 was 2007.82 per 100,000 population,
a 2.38% decline from 201738

In the city of Detroit, face-recognition cameras were deployed in 2016 as part of the
Project Green Light39 (PGL), however, official crime rate data released by the F.B.I., shows
only a 2.38% reduction since 2017 – a decrease, yes but not an easily correlated one with
PGL.

Map 5. – Location of PGL Cameras
(2020)40

Map 6. –Detroit’s Neighbourhoods
Safety Rate (2020)41

38 Federal Bureau of Investigation. Crime in the United States by Metropolitan Statistical Area, 2018.
ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2018/crime-in-the-u.s.-2018/topic-pages/tables/table-6. Accessed 11 June 2020.
39 City of Detroit, Police Department official website. Project Green Light Detroit.
detroitmi.gov/departments/police-department/project-green-light-detroit#block-views-block-featured-unifiedblock-1. Accessed 11 June 2020.
40 City of Detroit, Police Department official website. Project Green Light Detroit.
detroitmi.gov/webapp/project-green-light-map. Accessed 11 June 2020.
41 Neighborhood Scout. Detroit, MI Crime Rates. neighborhoodscout.com/mi/detroit/crime. Accessed 13 June
2020.
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In a democracy it is expected and rational for people to weight on benefits versus costs
of political decisions. The current benefits of Detroit’s PGL seem short given its high social
cost. As observed in maps 5 and 6, the deployment of PGL face-surveillance cameras did
not significantly impact the safety scale of those neighbourhoods.
A 2018 MIT study concluded that several face-recognition algorithms from
commercial retailers had an unexpectable high misidentification rate, with 34.7% failure in
identifying dark skinned women, with the female gender42. Joy Buolamwini, founder of the
Algorithmic Justice League, wrote a reminder in an New York Times Op-Ed “…that
artificial intelligence, often heralded for its potential to change the world, can actually
reinforce bias and exclusion, even when it’s used in the most well-intended ways”43. In fact,
publicly disclosed face-surveillance programmes generate a ‘chill effect’, momentarily
conditioning behaviours and undermining the results of the overt surveillance all together.
Conversely, the clandestine use of face-recognition algorithms can become target of public
protest and political backlash with severe legal implications, as was the case of the ban of
face-recognition software in San Francisco, a technologically friendly city, that fought
against a constant state of surveillance44.
This constitutes a problem of several dimensions, illustrated by the lack of fairness
towards those misidentified, which pictures and data are processed and stored in
governmental databases without their knowledge45; by those that are wrongfully accused of
crimes they did not commit, or, unethically flagged by A.I. predictive behaviour software;
and lastly by the continuous exploitation of democracy’s civil liberties, as Open Societies
cannot survive in state of constant surveillance. Selinger and Hartzog go even beyond and
stress that the debates over face-surveillance “…are framed around the concepts of ‘privacy’
and ‘anonymity’ instead of ‘obscurity’, [as they propose], framing surveillance issues
generally, and facial recognition specifically, as a loss of ‘obscurity’, a diminution that
clearly detracts from many of the goods that autonomy is valued for enabling.”46

42 Hardesty, Larry. Study finds gender and skin-type bias in commercial artificial-intelligence systems. MIT
News Office, 11 February 2018, news.mit.edu/2018/study-finds-gender-skin-type-bias-artificial-intelligencesystems-0212. Accessed 11 June 2020.
43 Buolamwini, Joy. When the Robot Doesn’t See Dark Skin. The New York Times, 21 June 2018,
nyti.ms/2MMBFv5. Accessed 12 June 2020.
44 Conger, Kate et al. San Francisco Bans Facial Recognition Technology. The New York Times, 14 May
2019, nyti.ms/2VG3Zr9. Accessed 13 June 2020.
45 Krueckeberg, Jennifer et al. Face Off, the lawless growth of face recognition in the UK policing. Big Brother
Watch, May 2018, bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Face-Off-final-digital-1.pdf, p.11.
Accessed 12 June 2020.
46 Evan Selinger and Woodrow Hartzog. The Inconsentability Of Facial Surveillance. Loyola Law Review,
vol. 66, no. 101, 2019, p.114
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In 2016, EUROPOL and the EU Cyber Security Agency, released a joint statement on
the issue of ‘privacy v. encryption’, highlighting that
individual's rights need to be evaluated carefully in relation to the individual rights of
others…”, thus, “…in the face of serious crimes, law enforcement may lawfully intrude
privacy or break into security mechanisms of electronic communication systems.
Legislation must explicitly stipulate the conditions under which law enforcement can
operate.47
In the same way, one could argue that a strong but enabling legal framework needs to
be in place to oversee the use of face-surveillance technology, on a tailored case-by-case
situation. Ensuring that an undergoing intrusive investigation is proportional to the crime
that was committed, solely invading privacy of the strictly necessary people, and in the
shortest time-frame possible, in a transparent and traceable manner for those involved.
Face-recognition join a vast list of black-technologies that challenge the convention
by concurrently enabling ones, while disrupting others. Whereas some storm the stores to
buy the latest smart face thermometers, security cameras or Apple devices – deepening their
data-centric immersion – others, cannot escape, or as Chris Gillard puts it, “[a]s one group
pays to be watched, other groups continue to pay the price for being watched.”48 Those that
chose not to be watched upon, are quasi prisoners of the system, as they need to wrestle
against a socially and politically disruptive surveillance infrastructure leviathan. As face
surveillance generates a chill effect, democratic open societies suffer the most. An Orwellian
surveillance mechanism shifts democratic spontaneous orders into artificial, man-made
constructions, where its inhabitants behave, not as free men and women, but as slaves of the
algorithm, attempting to avoid triggering the system.
If not controlled by an oversight legal framework, black-technology may allow for the
public/private industrial complex to abuse the legal right to anonymity and obscurity,
eroding the democratic civil liberties such as freedom of assembly and association, freedom
of expression, as well as, political and religious liberties. Mapping and tagging citizens
association preferences, circles of influence, storing mugshots and geolocation metadata, is
a step closer to a ‘cyber tyranny’ rather than anything else. Democratic people, and citizens

47 ENISA and EUROPOL. On lawful criminal investigation that respects 21st Century data protection. Europol
and ENISA Joint Statement. enisa.europa.eu/publications/enisa-position-papers-and-opinions/on-lawfulcriminal-investigation-that-respects-21st-century-data-protection. Accessed 11 June 2020.
48 Gilliard, Chris. Privacy’s Not an Abstraction, Fast Company, 25 March, 2019,
fastcompany.com/90323529/privacy-is-not-an-abstraction. Accessed 10 June 2020.
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of any law-abiding nation, must not be confused with insurgent fighters in a grand threat
network.
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3. THE

IMPACT

OF

FACE-RECOGNITION

TECHNOLOGIES

IN

THE

PARTICULAR CASE OF PORTUGAL

Following a security trend in the European Union, Portugal has also introduced facerecognition technology in airports, border controls and large public events. Despite the
growing maturity of this technology, the Portuguese implementation remains slow, as facesurveillance has been essentially employed by the Police Research Laboratory, in the control
of foreign citizens49 and access to casino game floors50. The latter example is an interesting
measure, as it blocks blacklisted addicted players from entering, but at the same time it is
an example of how ‘state paternalism’ is gaining physical embodiment and is able to interact
in real-time with its citizens. It is not difficult to conjecture on what would happen if the
embodied State was able to enforce its power on citizens forgetting to pay their social
security contributions, taxes, water bills or parking tickets.
Portugal was not always so willing to implement these new type of security
technologies, as to a point of not even contemplating the implementation of videosurveillance in public places. After the toppling of the totalitarian Second Republic (also
known as “Estado Novo”) by the Carnation Revolution of 1974, social mindset was mostly
divided between Democratic Socialism and Communism, with the latter having gained
greater political influence, as it was clear in the original version of Article 2 51 and the
functions attributed to the Council of the Revolution.
Even after the first constitutional amendment in 1982, that transformed Portugal into
a full-fledged democracy,52 this socio-political mindset never really disappeared and is still
very present in the enactment of laws by the legislative bodies, with most interventions that

49 Capucho, Joana. Na polícia, no carro, no aeroporto, o reconhecimento facial já não é ficção. Diário de
Notícias, 15 January 2018, dn.pt/sociedade/na-policia-no-carro-no-aeroporto-o-reconhecimento-facial-ja-naoe-ficcao-9047999.html. Accessed 12 June 2020.
50 Trigueirão, Sónia. Casinos: Turismo de Portugal gastou 338 mil euros mas reconhecimento facial não
funciona. Público, 06 May 2019, publico.pt/2019/05/06/economia/noticia/turismo-gastou-338-mil-euroreconhecimento-facial-nao-funciona-1871551. Accessed 12 June 2020.
51 “The Portuguese Republic is a democratic state, based on popular sovereignty, respect and the guarantee of
fundamental rights and freedoms and pluralism of expression and democratic political organization, which aims
to ensure the transition to socialism by creating conditions for the democratic exercise of power by the working
classes.” in Decreto de Aprovação da Constituição, Diário da República n.º 86/1976, Série I de 1976-04-10
52 Freitas do Amaral, Diogo. A transição para a Democracia – memórias políticas. Vol. II, Bertrand Editora,
2008, p. 348: “If the Communist-style Revolution, attempted in Portugal, ended in the streets and barracks on
November 25, 1975, it remained, however, for about seven more years in the Constitution, the laws, the Council
of the Revolution, the self-government of the Armed Forces, the constitutional obligation to walk towards
socialism, etc. And it only ended, in the constitutional order, on 30 September 1982: precisely eight years, five
months and five days after 25 April 1974.” (translated from Portuguese).
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attempt to enlarge the State’s surveillance and security being perceived, to a certain extent,
to be ‘fascist’ in nature.
Of the seven constitutional revisions made to this day, only the first five approached
matters related to the “constitutional regime of security”.53 In the words of Rui Pereira,
Professor at the Instituto Superior de Ciências Sociais e Políticas (ISCSP) of the University
of Lisbon:
In short, after three revisions with a more ‘garantistical’ imprint, which took the form,
for example, of improving the systems of the state of siege and the state of exception and
providing for restrictions on individual freedom, the 4th and 5th constitutional revisions
already make it possible to identify a ‘securitarian’ line, dictated by the needs of prevention,
repression and investigation into increasingly prolific, serious, violent and complex crime.54
In the 4th revision, we saw a reinforcement of legislative power for Parliament, making
it the only legislative body that could alter “the regime governing the Republic's intelligence
system and state secrets”55 and the “regime governing municipal police forces and the form
in which they are created”56. In the 5th revision, the Constitution was adapted in order for
Portugal to ratify the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court and due to the 9/11
attacks, the inviolability of a person’s domicile was reduced in the cases of highly organized
crime and terrorism57.58
As we can see, Portugal’s Constitutional approach to matters of privacy and
fundamental rights hasn’t changed much over the years, both a reflection of the sociopolitical mentality of the legislative power and of how the country has been unaffected by
acts of domestic and foreign aggression in decades.
The Institute for Economics & Peace reported that Portugal is currently ranking 3 rd
place in the 2020 Global Peace Index, only behind New Zealand and Iceland, with Syria
and Afghanistan ranking last59. In a moment when the 2019-nCoV forced the reinstatement
of old borders and when Spain, Italy and the U.K. are struggling to contain the social,
economic and political implications of the current humanitarian crisis, Portugal keeps to a
53 Bacelar Gouveia, Jorge. Direito da Segurança - Cidadania, Soberania e Cosmopolitismo. Almedina, 2018,
p. 188
54 Pereira, Rui. A Segurança na Constituição. Estudos de Direito e Segurança, Vol. II, 2nd Edition, Almedina,
pp. (p. 414) (translated from Portuguese)
55 Article 164(q) of the Constitution of the Portuguese Republic. Diário da República, Decreto de Aprovação
da Constituição, n.º 86/1976, Série I de 1976-04-10.
56 Article 165(1)(aa), Ibid
57 Article 34(3), Ibid
58 Bacelar Gouveia, Jorge. supra note 53, pp. 196-203
59 Institute for Economics & Peace. Global Peace Index 2020: Measuring Peace in a Complex World. Sydney,
June 2020, visionofhumanity.org/app/uploads/2020/06/GPI_2020_web.pdf, p.8. Accessed 13 June 2020.
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steady course and rises to the top as the 2nd most peaceful country of Europe60. Given that
Portugal has ascended to this position without the use of face-surveillance programmes and
black-tech, what could be the reason to lobby for its introduction in the Portuguese society?

Map 7. – Face-recognition implemented in the EU61

There are five laws regarding video-surveillance in Portugal, as of this moment:
•

Law No. 1/2005, of 10 January, that regulates the use of video cameras by

security forces and services in public places of common use;
•

Decree-Law No. 207/2005, of 29 November, that regulates the means of

electronic road surveillance used by security forces;
•

Law No. 51/2006, of 29 August, that regulates the use of road surveillance

systems by EP - Estradas de Portugal (Roads of Portugal company) and road
concessionaires;
•

Law No. 33/2007, of 13 August, that regulates the installation and use of video

surveillance systems in taxis;
•

Law No. 34/2013, of 16 May, that regulates the use of video surveillance

systems by private security and self-protection services.

60 Ibid. p.15
61 Kayser-Bril, Nicolas. At least 10 police forces use face recognition in the EU, AlgorithmWatch reveals.
Algorithm Watch, 11 December 2019, algorithmwatch.org/en/story/face-recognition-police-europe. Accessed
12 June 2020.
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Despite these laws, there is no specific national legislation for facial recognition
software or other aspects regarding A.I. that may be implanted. Regulation is, instead,
implemented through interpretation and supervision by the National Data Protection
Commission (CNPD), the legal body that enacts the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and similar European legal documents in Portugal, in accordance with Article 3 of
Law No. 58/2019, of 8 August. For this matter, the CNPD has at its disposal:
•

Working Party 29’s Opinion 3/2012 on developments in biometric

technologies;62
•

Directive 2016/680 Data Protection Law Enforcement Directive;63

•

Regulation 2016/679 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR);64

•

European Agency for Fundamental Rights paper on “Facial recognition

technology: fundamental rights considerations in the context of law enforcement”;65
•

European Commission (EC) White Paper “On Artificial Intelligence – A

European approach to excellence and trust”.66
The CNPD has quite recently made two Opinions relating to the use of facial
recognition software in the cities of Portimão67 and Leiria68. The problem pertaining to both
cases was not a legal one per se, but one of balance between matters of proportionality vs
individual privacy and inadequate justification by the authorities when writing the request.

62 Working Party for Article 29 of Directive 95/46/EC. Opinion 3/2012 on developments in biometric
technologies. Directorate C (Fundamental Rights and Union Citizenship) of the European
Commission, ec.europa.eu/justice/article-29/documentation/opinionrecommendation/files/2012/wp193_en.pdf. Accessed 13 June 2020.
63 Directive 2016/680/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of
natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of the
prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties,
and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA, OJ L 199
(4 May 2016), p. 89
64 Regulation 2016/679/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection
of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and
repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation), OJ L 199 (4 May 2016), p. 1
65 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights. Facial recognition technology: fundamental rights
considerations in the context of law enforcement. Publications Office of the European Union, 2020
66 White Paper of 12 February 2020 from the European Commission on Artificial Intelligence – A European
approach to excellence and trust COM(2020) 65 final
67 Comissão Nacional de Proteção de Dados, Parecer/2019/92, Processo PAR/2019/61
68 Comissão Nacional de Proteção de Dados, Parecer/2019/93, Processo PAR/2019/62
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Article 2(1)(c) of Law No 1/2005, of 10 January, states that the implementation of
surveillance must be made to protect people and goods and/or to prevent acts that legally
constitute as a crime, when there is reasonable risk for such an occurrence.
In the case of Portimão, the Public Safety Police (PSP) requirement indicated that they
were to be implemented in certain areas to prevent acts of vandalism and road infractions,
with the introduction of ‘soft recognition’ technology, but lacked to justify its necessity. We
believe that this is not even a case that needs a judgment of proportionality in legal terms,
as it a mere case of inadequate presentation of a surveillance proposal.
To put in context, Portimão is mostly a holiday destination, with greater affluence
during the Summertime. To this extent, some areas may be subjected to vandalism, to which
the implementation of ‘simple’ security cameras were sufficient for the case at hand. But,
in the advent of powered A.I. surveillance, the CNPD’s justifications on the matter of rights,
liberties and guaranties, as mentioned in page 7,69 appears to be quite excessive as it seems
to transpire the idea that giving police access to these types of data would make them similar
to that of the Orwellian State embodied by the People’s Republic of China (PRC).
The case of Leiria is quite different, given the fact the city already had security
cameras in certain areas, with the proposal attempting to triple its number and to introduce
A.I. with machine learning, making it a distinct scenario from that of Portimão. Besides, the
previous Opinion entirely rejected the introduction of surveillance, while the current one in
analysis concluded that further study should be made on the impact of machine learning and
‘soft recognition’ on fundamental rights.
Given the dangers posed by machine learning, an ‘introduction’ to the principle of
proportionality is in order. The Constitution, through Article 18(2) and (3) and Article
165(1)(b), reserves to the legislator the possibility of constricting fundamental rights, with
any interpretation made by a judge or Administrative entity being insufficient to replace the
ponderation that befalls on the legislator between conflicting constitutional values.70

69Comissão Nacional de Proteção de Dados, supra note 67: “Thus, bearing in mind that this processing involves
large-scale systematic monitoring in the city of Portimão and that it promotes the tracking of people and their
behaviour and habits, as well as the identification of people from data relating to physical characteristics, it is
undeniable that there is a high risk to people's rights and guarantees, in particular the fundamental rights to data
protection and respect for private life, as well as to freedom of action and the right to non-discrimination.”
(translated from Portuguese).
70 Sérvulo Correia, J. M. Direitos Fundamentais – Sumários. Escritos de Direito Público: Direito
Constitucional, Direito Europeu e Direito Internacional Público, Vol. IV, Almedina, 2019, pp. 77-161 (p. 153)
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The principle is divided into three subprinciples: the principle of adequacy (the
measures provided for by law must prove to be an appropriate means of protecting the end
of the law); the principle of enforceability (restrictive measures must become necessary,
since the ends sought by the law would not be achieved by any other means); and the
principle of proportionality in the strict sense (the legal restrictive means and ends obtained
must be fair, in order to prevent disproportionate measures);71
In our case, most common interpretations steer in the immediate direction of
individual liberties being a higher value than security. Regarding machine learning, we will
also agree, as A.I. bias through any sort of profiling can be highly prejudicial to a democracy
through discrimination based on facial expressions, skin color, political ideology, religious
group and sexuality. Human bias is damaging as it is, with the recent murder of George
Floyd sparking attempts to dissolve police departments in the United States, one of the
pillars of any well-established democracy.
It is strange for the CNPD to demonstrate both reasonability and excess on
approaching the exact same problem in two distinct cities, however, these are the first cases
of implementation of this kind, so further observations are needed to understand how well
ponderations will be made regarding surveillance in the future. Even though it is not directly
linked to surveillance, the Agency for Administrative Modernization (AMA) has launched
a public bid72 for the implementation of face recognition technology, either through
cellphones or personal computers, that would allow the users remote access to the Chave
Móvel Digital (CMD), a digital signature that “allows the user to access several public or
private websites, and sign digital documents, with a single login”73.74 When it is time for
the CNPD to make its evaluation on the impact to privacy by these services, we can only
expect due ponderation on the pros and cons, as ethical hacker groups stress, ‘knowledgebased’ login credentials are safer than any other type of biometric inputs, like fingerprint
scan or face recognition.

71 Canotilho, J. J. Gomes.Vital Moreira. Constituição da República Portuguesa Anotada. Vol. I, 4th Edition,
Coimbra Editora, 2007, pp. 392-393
72 Concurso Público N.º 235/19/DCP/GACD/Software de Reconhecimento Facial e Deteção de Vida. Diário
da República, Anúncio de procedimento n.º 13672/2019, Série II de 2019-12-10
73 Agência para a Modernização Administrativa, IP. O que é a chave-móvel. autenticacao.gov.pt/a-chavemovel-digital. Accessed 14 June 2020.
74 Séneca, Hugo. Governo avança com reconhecimento facial, apesar de riscos. AMA não revela participantes
do
concurso.
visao.sapo.pt/exameinformatica/noticias-ei/mercados/2020-01-13-governo-avanca-comreconhecimento-facial-apesar-de-riscos-ama-nao-revela-participantes-do-concurso. Accessed 14 June 2020.
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Given the fact that this is part of an ongoing effort by the Portuguese Government to
modernize Public Administration75, one can assume a double purpose in the lobbying efforts
for the implementation of face-recognition technology, those being: a) the desire to secure
and protect the tourism sector’s economic national interests; and b) strengthen the efforts to
modernize analog public services.

75
Agência
para
a Modernização
Administrativa,
IP.
Plano
de
Atividades
ama.gov.pt/documents/24077/28687/PA+2019_AMA_20191216_VF.pdf/8c351ce4-4f38-4e10-924567e0c3f1353f. Accessed 14 June 2020
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2019.

CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

As the 21st century bred a hyper wired and interconnected society, eroding the
boundaries of battlespace, adversaries of democracy were able to project their power and
influence bypassing the most modern defence lines. In a world that has become more
opaque, civil-military joint operations based on federated intelligence networks have
become vital to prevent threats. As megacities and populations continue to grow, the
construction of an A.I. powered surveillance infrastructure could be ever-more enticing to
control and predict threats in these new ‘urban battlegrounds’.
Despite this, one should not ignore the disruptive impacts of face-recognition
technologies in democratic societies. State surveillance is no longer an exclusive
characteristic of authoritarian regimes, rather, it is becoming an Orwellian feature of liberal
democracies, accompanied by prolific politic and legal pitfalls that if not properly tackled,
can surely betray democratic regimes and disrupt the nature of open-societies.
Modern surveillance practices in democracy should be distinctively different from
autocratic-based surveillance methods, where covert and overt, warrantless mass
investigations take place. ‘Security’, by itself cannot transcend into a neo-Darwinian
dimension, where only those with the best capabilities to adapt, should have the ability to
survive. Instead, face-recognition and related State surveillance technologies should be
implemented within democratic states in the same way that power is transferred from the
People to the figure of the Government - through the rule of law, checks and balances and
transparent audit mechanisms.
Portugal is still very ‘conservative’ on matters related to fundamental rights, as proven
by its juridical standpoint on the protection of one’s private life, a reality that will hardly
change soon. We are now observing an attempt at modernizing services using facerecognition software, but it will be a slow pace until actual changes will be taken into effect.
We find that Portuguese regulatory and legislative bodies, should make an approach that is
prudent to the protection of personal privacy, but in line with the technological and security
necessities of the 21st century.
The creation of oversight commissions is a first step in halting abuses, and ensuring
the lawful use of this technology, only then can we protect and empower democracies.
Innovation in general and technological revolutions, should be implemented slowly, while
observing the different national political cultures and respecting core principles of liberty.
Democracies should distinguish themselves from autocracies and ensure greater
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transparency regarding their surveillance policies. They should facilitate security education
by openly discussing rights and responsibilities, before asking their citizens to feed the Big
State with more biometric data. While ordered freedom needs security to survive, secure
environments thrive in the absence of liberty.

“If you want total security, go to prison. There you’re fed, clothed, given medical
care and so on. The only thing lacking… is freedom.”
– Dwight D. Eisenhower
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